Replacement High Performance Power Cords

G-320Ag-18

G-320Ag-18A

G-320Ag-18F8

Type: 2-Pole + Earth • Rating: 15A 125V AC 1.8M Replacement High Performance Power Cords

G-320Ag-18

Molded Straight IEC with FI-15ME(G) Connector

G-320Ag-18A

Molded Right-Angle IEC with FI-15ME(G) Connector

G-320Ag-18F8

Molded Figure 8 with FI-15ME(G) Connector

Features:
•

•
•
•

Twisted 3-core high performance power cable
o Hot (Red) • 37 strands of 0.26mm silver-plated α (Alpha) OFC Conductor
o Neutral (Yellow) • 37 strands of 0.26mm silver-plated α (Alpha)OFC Conductor
o Ground (Green) • 37 strands of 0.26mm α (Alpha) OFC Conductor
Insulation: Polyethylene (Red/Natural/Yellow) 3.5mm diameter
Wrap: Cotton and paper tape
Sheath: RoHS Compliant Flexible PVC (Burgundy) approx. 10mm diameter

Furutech’s Award-Winning Pure Transmission Build Quality
Picking up a Furutech power cord, from these supple, beautifully-made replacements for CD, DVD
and Flat Panels, to the award-winning Reference III, to the soon-to-be-released carbon fiber series,
the integrity of the cable’s build is immediately apparent. Furutech Pure Transmission quality turns a
macro lens on every element of power and signal transfer applying optimized engineering solutions to
well-known problems such as contact resistance, EMI and RFI rejection, and using the best materials
and processes available.
Meticulous attention to build quality is a large part of the engineering equation: Rhodium-plated
nonmagnetic pure-copper and phosphor bronze fittings, 37-strand 0.26mm silver-plated α (Alpha)
OFC Conductor for hot and neutral with 37-strand alpha-OFC on neutral, carefully-engineered wire

clamps, anti-resonance PVC sheath and inner wraps, plus Furutech’s patented Ground/Earth Jumper
system (not available on Schuko fittings) that drains off further magnetic interference. All metal parts
are subjected to the deep cryogenic and demagnetizing Alpha Process.
Plug any of the G-320Ag series into one of Furutech’s resonance-damped carbon fiber-over-stainless
outlets and a top-quality Furutech receptacle and you’ve gone a long way towards better sound. Add
an e-TP609 power distributor or e-TP80 filtered AC distributor to connect all your components for a
powerful, suave, and satisfying musical experience.
What the Critics Say about Furutech Cables
“…The news here is that at $99, the Furutech G-320Ag-18 and G-320Ag-18F8 power cables are so
ridiculously good and fairly priced that there's no reason to tackle a DIY power cable project. I recommend you
just buy the Furutech power cables and enjoy the heck out of them. Well done, Furutech!
---- Jeff Day 6moons.com

“If I had to limit myself to one key term … I'd opt for relaxed ultra resolution. … Things sound bigger. … [Under
high SPLs] there's no funny business of compression, smearing or skewing … The sense of big simply gets
bigger and bigger and bigger. … Tolerances are spot on … goes in smoothly, locks and unlocks without any
undue play … something luxurious and silken about the Furutech connectors. Like fine Swiss watches …
perform to a very high standard, getting the tactile satisfaction and pride of ownership…
--Srajan Ebaen, 6moons.com

Make A More Powerful Connection with Furutech!
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